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19.1 INTRODUCTION

Scientists have always searched for a mcihod of analysis which is accurate,
specific, prccisc, economical, and easily adaptable to various laboratories.
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Rzidioiraccr lcchrliqLles. as an anal y tical iool. come close to srLLisfv,ng such
criteria. These methods are particularl y convenient for the determination of
a \ariciy of clements and compounds hich cannot be estimated by standard
anal y tical procedures. The principal limitation of these techniques is the
health hazard invoked in laboratories where great amounts of radioactive
suntances are used.

The basic principle of radioisotope methods is that a radionuclide. when
mised s ith the stable form of the isotope. can be characterized by radiation
dctcction equipment. Thus, qualitative and quantitative inferences can
be made regarding the clencnaI composition of the compound to be analyzed.

19.2 BASIC NUCLEAR PROPERTIES

Ionizing radiation, which includes y rays, neutrons, P and a particles, is a
characteristic phenomenon of unstable nuclides, distinguishing them from
the others. Such various kinds of radiation result from a series of processes

TABLE 191: Nuclear Particles and Their Properties of Interest

Name	 Symbol	 Relative mass units 	 Charge

Electron	 e, f	 5.4388 x I0	 —1
Positron	 5.4388 x 10r	 +1
Neutron	 n	 1	 0
Proton	 p	 0.9986	 +1
Deuteron	 d	 1.9980	 +1
Triton	 1	 2.9969	 +1
Alpha	 3.9948	 +2
Photon	 y	 0	 0

I mass unit = 1.6747 x 10" kg.

which take place within the nucleus of the atom. The orbiting electrons are,
in certain instances, also involved in these proccsss. Radioisotopes can
thus be defined as elements in which the nuclei of the atoms contain either
more or fewer neutrons than are present in the naturally occurring stable iso-
topes of such elements. Such unstable nuclei tend, in time, to ch an ge into
stable configurations by the various processes collectively known as radio-

emission of a charged particle (p-, f1, a, etc.) produces a
change in the electric charge of the nucleus. The product nucleus is
chemically a different clement which has a lower energy content than the
parent species.

Experimental work has shown that the most common radiations have
properties similar to those outlined in Table 19.1. The difference in energy is
distributed between the radiations which are emitted. Invariably, the
emission of fl and	 particles is accompanied by uncharged nucleons of
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very small mass called neutrinos which carry part of the energy. Neutrinbs
intcrict only to a negligible extent with matter and play no part in the useful
npplication of isotopes. The transformations observed when these particles
are emitted may be understood by considering specific examples. One of the
isotopes of uranium contains in its nucleus 92 protons and 146 neutrons
andicrice is called uranum-238"To reach stability the abovenucleus may
spontaneously emit an a particle (i.e., a helium nucleus) and become an
isotope of thorium according to the following reaction:

U--2Th+He

The Th wh ich is. formed i.athe above disintegration is itciiLradiactive
ai decays by the emission offl particle. Because electrons do not exist
in the nucleus as such, it must be assumed that they are created at the instant
of emission. The net result is that a arent neutron in the nucleus is converted
to a proton andawefrctron w ich is cected.

Tffome Instances of radioactive decay (, , or fl decay) the emergent
particles may not have their full energy. Consequently, the resultant nucleus
remains in an excited state. The energy of excitation is eventually released
in a form of electromagnetic
Thèemion 01 such radiation inVölV ahnptrer ngem11roT the
various nucleons and does not cause a change in the number of protons or
neutrons.

A. RADIOACTIVE DECAY

Once a radioisotope is formed, it may decay at any time t 	 cr. The
rate Fdeci	 oun to n epen ent of the ejntalcdi-
1 even the chemical

state of the substance have been shown not to affect the decay rate. However,
there is no way of knowing when any given radioactivcnucicus will disinte-
grate. It was demonstrated experimentally and theoretically that radioactive
decays are random in occurrence 	 can be described in terms of probabili-
ii. This probabilkv of decay r	 -	 '	 .
2..—JLwe suppose z at t crc wer N atoms at timp 1. then the average number
that decay in a time interval di is

	

—dN=;.Ndt.	 (19.1)
or

dN
= —iz	 (19.!)

.v	 -	 -

Integration of (19.2) from t = 0 to t. yields

In	 = —;x	 (19i)
N,.

N = N0 exp(—).t)	 (19.4)
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• where N is the number of radioactive atoms not yet decaycd at the time sand
N0 is the number of radioactive atonts in the sample at time : = O The
time required for the number of atoms to diminish to one-half the original
number is called the physical half-life. T, of the particular radioisotope.
But since

In -- =	 (19.5)

and since where .V = () N, r =
1n() = —..T	 (19.6)

T=23	 (19.7)

By substituting from Eq. (19.4) into Eq. (19.2), one obtains
dS = —;.N0 exp(—).r) 	 (19.8)
di

Using common logarithms. Eq. (19.4) may be written as

log N	 log NO - --j	 (19.9)

and if one sets)' = log N, I = x, and log N0 = constant b, Eq. (199) follows
the standard slope intercept form of a straight line:

y—_mx -I-b	 (19.10)

where m	 ). = the slope of the line. The half-life of a particular isotope
may thus be very useful for identification purposes.

If the radiations from two different isotopes are detected simultaneously,
then the total activity observed at any time is equivalent to the sum of the
individual activities. The plot of the observed activity on semilog paper will
not result in a straight-line relationship. However, it is possible to decompose
the curve into two straight lines after the almost complete decay of the short-
lived component. In Fig. 19.1 the total-activity from two radioisotopes is
plotted as a function of time. The decay relationship of the shorter-lived
isotope was deduced after subtracting the activity of the longer-liv&d com-
ponent from the total activity after extrapolation to zero time. Another
useful concept is that of average life, -. f all the atoms of a particular
radionuclide. The actual life of any particular atom can be any value
between zero and infinity- The average life of a large number of atoms is,
however, a definite and important paramLer. From Eq. 09.1) th life
span of dN atoms is evidently I. Therefore, T can be expressed as follows:

r ..-
 rdN

-	 'r	 (19.11)
dN



FIGURE 19.1: Decay curve of a mixture of two radiossotop.
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From Eq. (19.S). Eq. (19.11) can be rerittefl

1 ntef.LtWi1 ot thc ahve equation g1 1 es

= =	 = 1.443T	 (19.13)
;.	 0.693

The average life finds useful application in calculations involving the
total number of particles emitted b y a certain quantity of radioactive material.
For example, the total disintegrations of 1 mCi of 21 N (T = 14.97 hr)
during complete decay would be 3.7 x 10 disintegrations per second- (equal
to I mCi) multiplied by the average life of a radiosodium atom, i.e..
7.77 x 10 Sec. This would be 2.88 x 10 disintegrations.. From this last
value, the total energy released by the source and absorbed by the surrounding
medium could be calculated.

While the physical half-life is of great interest for the pharmaceutical
chemist in order to select the appropriate isotope for a particular experiment,
the average life calculations will give an indication regarding the stability of
the labeled compound used.

B. RADIATION UNITS

There are two concepts dealing with radiation units. The measurements
that concern the physical condition of the isotope are expressed as disintegra-
tion rates, while those that pertain to biological radiation damage are ex-
pressed as radiation dose- The curie unit is defined as that amount of
radiactive material decaying at the rate of 22 x 10 12 disintegrations per
minute (dpm). The roentgen unit, R, is defined as "that quantity of X or
gamma radiation such that the associated corpuscular emission per 0.001293
gram of air produces, in air, ions carrying one electrostatic unit of quantity
of-electricity of either sign." Because the definition of the roentgen unit is
limited to the effects of y or X-radiation, it becomes ' of little imporrartce for
the analytical chemist since most of the measurement-s performed are based
on the rate of degradation rather than the biological effects observed.

C. INTERACTION OF RADIATION WIfH MATTER

All charged particulate radiation of any type loses its energy by inter-
action with the surrounding matter in essentially the same ways The energy
of the particles is sufficiently high to attract or repulse an electron within the
target atom. Thus, when particulate radiation passes through matter, ion
pairs are produced as a result of the removal of an electron from a neutral
atom, leaving behind a positively charged ion.
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- Interaction 1pf a Particles

All oL 
paruclCSfrOm a given isotope have the same energy (monoenergetic)

and approximately identical ranges. This range Is cxtremeiv short, thus

resulting in a high specific ionization- The specific ionization of a radiation

is at least 25 times higher than for 0 radiation having the same energy. This
is due to the large mass and double charge of the a. particle. The importance
lies in the fact that to detect a particles the energy of radiation must be trans-
mitted directly into the sensitive-volume of the detector. This presents a
serious limitation to the use of -emitting isotopes in analytical chemistry.
The approximate range (±I5%) of a particles in materials other than air
is given by the Bragg.Kkemafl rule:

R =(3.2 x 10)R1 A 	 (19.14)

where .R = range in experimental material
= range of the particular particle in air

A = atomic weight of material
p = density in grains per cubic ccntmeter

The range in mixtures and compounds may be determined by use of the
equation:

A =	 -l-	 + n1A 3 ± .. . nIA	 (19.15)

where n, n., n....., n,, are the fractional compositions.

2. Interaction of P Particles
The g spectrums on the other hand, is continuous and the energies of the

particles vary up to a maximum energy. E, characteristic of the isotope. The
shapes of typical spectra are illustrated by Fig. 19.2. The spectral shapes of
negative and positive electrons differ due to the Coulomb interaction of
electron and nucleus in case of positron emission. The range R is almost a

linear function of E,, for energies above 0.5 McV1:

R(mgJcm of Al) 520E,, (McV) —90 (19.16)

Experimentally. Katz and Penfold 2 found that the following relationship

holds well for a range of energies from 0.01 to 3MeV:

R(mgIcm of Al) = 412" 	 (19.17)

where is equals 1.265 - 0.0954 In E,,,.
The absorption ofncgzitrons in any medium was found to tscapproximtelY

exponential when the absorber thicknesses are not too great:

1	 l cxp(—ILX)	 (19.18)
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FIGURE 9.2: Dependence of energy distribution of particles on atomic number Z of
residual nucleus. "N(E) is the number of particles per unit energy interval: E is energy.
Normalized distributions for E_	 ?Jn,r — 1.02 MeV. a:	 , Z — 40, b: Z	 0

hvpothetucI; C:	 . Z — 40. Courtesy of Nuclear Chicago Corporation.

where I is the transmitted energy or counting rate, l is the value before
absorption, It is the mass absorption coefficient (in square centimeters per
gram), and x is the thickness (in grams per square centimeter). It was found'
that the value of u was related to E,,, by

u=_- 17

- - I 
cm'/gm of Al	 (19.19)

where E, is in million electron volts. I should be borne in mind that the
above relationship holds true onl y for a particular experimental setup. The
effect of geometry, particularly of absorber position relative to source and
detector, as well as the atomic number of the absorber appreciably affect the
calculation of the mass absorptiOn coefficient using Eq. (19.19).

The positive 0 particles, or positrons, consume their kinetic energy in
forming ion pairs in a manner similar to that of negatrons. In this instance
the attractive forces are responsible for the ionization observed. When the
positrons lose their kinetic energy, they combine with any orbital electron
to produce an annihilation radiation consisting of two y-ray photons given
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off at a iso' iiile to one another. ftc cnery of each photon IS equal to
0 . 511 McV. vhiieh is equivalent to the tran'd urination of the rest mass of
each electron to elect rc)nntgnetic radiation.

3 Interaction of ' Rays

Gamma and X-rays have a much lower probability of interaction with
matter than particulate radiation has, and the mechanism of such interaction
is quite different from that of 7. or ( particles. The latter interact directly to
produce ion pairs, while the action of electromagnetic radiation is indirect.
For a parallel or collimated beam of y rays, the intensities at various points
in the absorbing medium can be calculated using the relationship given in
Eq. (19.18). In this instance u represents the total absorption coefficient
whose value depends on the kind of material and the energies of the photons
in the beam. Linear absorption coefficients, which are sometimes used, are
in units of reciprocal centimeters. Mass absorption coefficients may be
calculated by dividing the latter by the density of the absorbing media. They
are useful in comparing effects in materials of different density.

The total absorption coefficient is composed of three contributing
components:

a. Photoelectric Interaction. Photoelectric interaction is important for
low-energy photons and materials having a high atomic number. In this
situation the photon interacts with an orbiting electron, transferring the
entire energy of the quantum to the particle, thus ejecting it. The kinetic
energy of the ejected electron is equivalent to the energy of the incident
photon less the binding energy of the electron. The photoelectric absorption
coefficient is related to the incident photon energy and the atomic number of
the material by the following equation:

= 0.0O894.lZ(!	(19.20)
A	 \E)

where i is in reciprocal centimeters, p is the density of the material, E is the
energy of the photon in thousands of electron volts, Z is the mcan.,atOmiC
number, A is the mean atomic weight, and n is a constant well defined for
elements up to iron in the periodic table (value of 3.05 for N, C, and 0 and
2.85 for the elements from Na to Fe).

b. Compton Interaction. Compton interaction is of importance where the
energy of the photon is of higher energy and the atomic number of the material
is of a lower value. Hence., the photon imparts only a portion of its energy
to an orbiting electron, thus resulting in the distribution of the energy
between a free electron and a lower-energy photon. This results in a situation
where the absorption has to be computed on the basis of the ejected electron
and the scattered photon. The latter can also give rise to Compton or photo-
electric interactions in the absorbing medium. The total Compton absorption
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cfficicnt, o, can be calculated using the Klein-Nishina 3 theory of the

process:
a=NZ(f-1-f.)	 (19.21)

where Nis the number of atoms per cubic centimeter, Z is the atomic number

and f,, and f arc furietions of the energy.	 -

c. Pair Production. Pair production is of importance where the incident
photon has an energy of at least 1.02 MeV. In this instance the y ray is
converted, in the vicinity of a nucleus, to a positron and negatron. This
conversion requires an energy equivalent to the rest mass of the two particles
(2in0 C1 = 1.02 MeV). Any additional electromagnetic energy is imparted to
the formed electrons as kinetic energy. The pair-production absorption
coefficient, K, is calculated according to the following equation:

= czNZ2 (E - 1.02)	 (19.22)

where a = proportionality constant
N = number of atoms per cubic centimeters
Z = atomic number
E = energy of incident photon in million electron volts

It is beyond the scope of this book to delve into the various details of the
absorption of radiation by matter. However, a good understanding of the
subject should be emphasized before interpreting y-ray spectra where
activation analysis is used as a tool by the analytical chemist. The choice of
th proper counting equipment is primarily based on the nature of the
interaction of radiation with matter; for example, it would be foolhardy to
count a very weak P particle such as that of tritium in a GM counter. The
entire energy of the particle would be dissipated in the air before reaching
the sensitive volume of the detector.

D. STABILITY OF RADIOACTIVE COMPOUNDS

.01 prime importance to the analytical chemist using radiotraccrs as
reagents is the determination of their stability before and during experi-
mentation. The measure of degradation as a result of self-radiation is
expressed in terms of G(-M) values. This refers to the number of molecules
permanently transformed per 100eV of energ y absorbed. The primary
degradation is brought about by interaction of a molecule with a nuclear
particle. If such a molecule happens to be labeled, then a radioactive
impurit y results. It is reported that, in certain situations, one ( particle

from UC ma y destro y up to 5000 molecules. To usercome such a problem.

the pharmaceutical chemist has it number of options available hen storing

radioacti\ C materials:

I. Sprcztding the compound in a monomolecular layer form, i htis allowiiig
most ol the erniLLed p:irlieks to escape. An example ti t' such technique is
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the storage of	 Co .cinocoh.tlamin. and "C-chlorophyllyl ha v in g high
specific activities.

2. Dilution of the Libeled material with nonradioactive lrni or a different
substance, chosen to ninke it easier to separate the labeled compound aiairi
when required. l3enzene has been :I 	 of choice for ilic.' Swragc of

tritriated molecules.

TABLE 19.2: Relative Stability of Some Radioactive Compounds'

Specific

	

Activity.	 Age.	 Decomposition,
Compound	 mCi/mM	 Days	 Storage	 Ref.

Cholcstcrol .4-C 	 2.5	 $40	 Solid in	 40	 4
air

Choline chloride 	 1.8	 270	 Solid in	 63	 4
(methyl-"C)	 air
Dextran-'C sulfate	 3	 21	 Solid in.	 100	 5
(20 glucose units per 	 air
molecule)

i.Mcthionine-'S	 100	 60	 Solid in	 20	 6
air (dry)

i-Phenylalanine- t4C(U)	 304	 105	 In 0.01 N	 14	 6
HO	 -

Succinic acid .2,3-T	 58.000	 30	 Solid	 100	 7
9.10-Dimcthylbenz 	 9	 30	 ikozenc	 20	 6

anthraccne-9-"C	 solution
9,10.Dimeihytbcnz- 	 3,250	 390	 Benzene	 37	 6

anthraccnc .T(G)	 solution

'Courtesy of Nuclear Chicago Corporation.

Table 19.2 demonstrates the relative stability of some radioactive com-
pounds when stored for various periods of time. It is possible to predict the
degree of self-decomposition from the following equation:

P =fES03 x 10')G(-M)	 (19.23)

where P, = initial percentage decomposition per day
f = fraction of the radiation energy absorbed by the system
£ = mean energy of the emission in electron volts
S = initial specific activity of the compound in millicurics per

millimole

The foregoing relationship remains linear, -provided the magnitude of
degradation is less than 10% and the storage time is short when compi.rcd
to the hall-life of the isotope. For greater details on the decomposition rates
and G(-M) values, the reader is referred to the tables published by the
Radiochemical Center, Amersham.' In view of the various problems
introduced in experimentation when a radioactive impurity is present, it
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becomes mandatory for each chemist to evaluate the degree of radiocom-
pound purity before each experiment. This can be accomplished by means
of chromatographic or electrophoretic methods. Usual tests such as melting
point determination, boiling point, refractive index, etc., are inadequate
since they are not sufficiently sensitive to measure radiation dccompoition.

19.3 MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY

The determination of radioactivity in organic and inorganic compounds
is a rather complex problem in which the best method varies with the partic-
ular radioisotope, sample volume, and the specific experiment at hand.

TABLE 19.3: Properties of Some Isotopes Commonly lJs.d In Radiothmtstry

fi Energy,	 y Energy'
Isotope	 Half-life	 McV	 MeV

"C	 5740 years	 0.155	 -
'H	 1126 years	 0.0186	 -

87 days	 0.168	 -
"F'	 14.3 days	 1.71	 -
"Cl	 3 x 101 years	 0.714	 -
"Br	 36 hours	 0.44	 0.78, 0.55, 0.62,

0.70, 1.47
8.06 days	 0.61. 0.25, 0.81	 0.36, 0.72

"1	 57.4 days	 -	 0.035
- "Ca	 164 days	 0.25	 -

"Na	 2.6 years	 0.54 ()	 1.28
"Na	 15 hours	 1.39	 1.37.2-75
"Se	 121 days	 -	 0.024, 0.136, 0.265,

0-280,0.58
"K	 12.4 hours	 3.53,2.01	 1.52

Since x-emitting compounds are rarely used as tracers, the pharmaceutical
chemist will be mostly concerned with three other classes of isotopes: (a)
the very weak fl crnittcrs such as tritium; (b) moderately weak and strong
emitters such as ' t S a,nFP;an (c) the y emitters such as 131 1 TI,

No one method is generally superior for measuring all isotopes
used in analytical chemistry. Table 19.3 summarizes a number of isotopes
which are in fairly common use in the biological and analytical fields.

Al! three classes Of isotoDes can be 	 ithcbse.rre..giethodofion
coIl ttrt. Intillation technique, or solid-state measurement.

A. METHODS BASED ON ION COLLECTION

All instrumentation associated with the detection and measurement of
radioactivity require two basic elements: a detector clement and a
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system. The detector clement convcrts the radiative energy into electrical
pulses which arc passed either directly or indirectly to the recording system.
The pulses arc then displayed or registered in the form of•counts.

Thc basis of ion-collection measurements is the fact that vdicn boiling
raiation interacts with the molecules of a gaseous medium, ion pairs arc
formed. The behavior of a counting circuit such as the one shown in Fig.
19.3. 	 ionizing radiation strikes the sensitive area between the two

FIGURE 19.3: Simple circuit of ionization detector.

parallel plates or electrodes, depends upon two factors, i.e., the amount of
ionization produced by radiation and the potential impressed across the
plates by the battery. These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 19.4. Thus,
gas detectors can be used in some form to detect any of the isotopes under
consideration. lithe change in current is the criterion of measurement, the
detector is called an ion chamber. However, if the potential change across
the electrodes is used as the desired criterion, then the instrument is called
a gas counter. GcigerMU1ler tubes and proportional detectors are examples
of gas counters. A typical gas detector consists essentially of a chamber in
which the walls form one electrode (cathode) and a central probe or wire
forms the anode (Fig. 19.5). A suitable gas is introduced into the chamber,
and a potential applied between wall and central electrode. A solid or
liquid sample is usually separated from the sensitive volume of the counting
chamber by means of a thin membrane. However, it is possible in certain
instances to introduce the sample directly within the sensitive area of the
detector. At a relatively low potential (50-100 V) a region of saturation
current is established in which the ions produced in the gas, as a result of
radiation interaction with the moleèules, result in a current flow which is
directly proportional to the number of events taking place within the chamber.
Because the current flow will differ from one isotope to the other due to the
difference in the average energy release, the apparatus must then be calibrated
for every individual isotope. An ideal gas in the chamber must (a) be chemi-
cally inert, i.e., it must not attack the chamber components chemically; and
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(h) not be cilv ic,iiii.cd such Lhat the al l plied potential between the electrodes
result in a current flow without the presence of radioactivity. lvpical ascs
arc usually low molecular wciL'ltt h ydrocarbons or mixtures of them. Helium
and argon are also sometimes added. At such low voltages the current can
be mcasured by dc amplifiers or vibrating-reed electrometers. An alternative
way is the measurement of the rate at which the current charges a condenser
to a particular preset pocenhial.

If the applied voltage is raised above the ion-chamber plateau, a limited
multiplication of energy results across the counter. There is a direct propor-
tional relationship between the average energy of the events and the energy
output of the counter. Thus, a small change in potential of the electrode
results when some ions reach the central anode. The change is amplified
and detected by suitable circuits and a voltage plateau is observed for ideal
monoencrgctic emitters. However, all emitters have a wide range of
energies up to E., In such instances the circuit amplifier is designed in
such a way that all pulses above a certain energy level produce a constant
output to be recorded. The amplifier, in turn, must have an input sensitivity
of I mV or less. The above system is called a proportional counter and is
very useful in counting and differentiating between a- and a-emitting isotopes.

If the voltage across the counter is increased further, a different plateau is
reached and the counting is said to be done in the Geiger region. All radia-
tion, regardless of the number of primary ion pairs produced, will produce
the same current flow and the counter is no longer able to differentiate
between a and radiation. This is due to the production of an avalanche
whereby gas amplification will have reached its maximum value. The only
advantage of counting in the Geiger region over that in the proportional
region is that much less sensitive amplifiers are needed because of the com-
paratively large pulses produced in the former situation. However, counting
rates above 25,000 cpm cannot be measured in the GM counter since the
counter is essentially in a state of continuous discharge above that rate.
Statistical corrections will also have to be made to account for the lost
pulses which happen to occur during the "dead" time of the detector. In
this instance the effects of the previous event play a major role in the detec-
tion process and the counter is known to be "dead" since it will not respond
to a newly formed pulse until complete recovery. The dead time of each
Geiger tube will vary depending upon the pressure and quality of the gas,
as well as the materials of the chamber. On the other hand, proportional
counting is generally less sensitive to impurities and to variations in fihlin,
pressure.

B. METHODS BASED ON THE SCINTILLATION TECHNIQUE

These methods arc probably considered to be the most important from
the analytical standpoint. The basis of the scintillation technique rests on
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the production of light photons resulting from radiation interaction with
matter. This concept is not new in any sense and was used b y many investi-
gators in the first part of this century to measure the radioactivity of a-
emitting radioisotopes. The scintillator used at that time was zinc sulfide
and the detector was the human eye. The technique was soon abandoned
after the introduction of the Geiger-MOUcr counter until the develo mcnt
of the photomultiplicr tube, after IC scintiation spectromctr-y progressed
along tofiit1mas------

I. Liquid Scintillation Spectrometry

A sample prepared for liquid scintillation spectrometry consists of several
components: the radioactive materials to be counted, a solvent system,
and a proper scintillator. The type of solvents used depends on the chemical
or physical nature of the substances in question. The function of such solvent
is the transfer of energy from the point of radioactive emission to a scintillator
molecule. An efficient solvent system must exhibit the following character-
istics: (a) be transparent to the light photons emitted, (b) not freeze at low
temperature under counting conditions, and (c) be able to dissolve or
suspend the sample to be counted. Aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene,
xylene, and toluene are frequently used as solvents. However, other hydro-
carbons are also used. Potential solvents are usually rated by comparison
to toluene.

On the other hand, a good scintillator must have the following character-
istics: (a) cfficiently produce light photons upon transfer of the energy
from the solvent to the scintillator molecule (the wavelength of the light
output should also be compatible with sensitivity of the photomultiplier
tube) (b) sufficient solubility at working temperatures, and (c) chemical
stability.

Scintillators are classified into two groups which are usually mixed together
in the solvent system. Primary scintiliators, such as p-terphcnyl. 2,5-
diphenyloxazole (PPO), and 2-phenyl-5-biphenyi-oxadiazolc (PED), are
routinely used. Secondary scintillators, such as l,4-bis-2-(5.phcriy]oxazolyl)_
benzene (POPOP) and cx-naphthylphcnyloxazolc (-NPO), arc usually added
in trace quantity to a solution containing one of the common primary
scintillators. Their function is to convert the photons which were emitted at
shorter wavelengths into longer wavelengths which are closely matched to
photomultiplicr response. A new scintillator, 2,5-bis-2-(5-t-butylbcnzox-
azolyi)thiophcne (BBOT), has been suggested recently as a replacement for
both PPO and POPOP. Having a fluorescence maximum of 4350A, BBOT
thus shows a better 'niatch to typical glass-faced phoioinultiplicr response
than either PPO orp-tcrphenyt.

To estimate the proper concentration Of .L scintillator in a particular liquid
scintillation systcm, a known amount of a radioaciivc substancc, such as
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U C_tUltiene. is added to the selected solvent- Increasing amounts f i certain
scintillator are then gradually added, and the count rite is observed after
c.ich addition. The optimal amount to he used is that (1 uantitv which
produces a maximal pulse height response. A comparison of the varlotIN
possible combinations has been reported b y Rapkin. 1 Table 19.4 StiluiflaiIZCS
some of the commonly used "cocktail" mixtures iii liquid scintillation
spectrometers.

Any process which interferes with the performance of a liquid scintillation
counting solution is referred to as "quenching." Color quenching arises
from the absorbance of the emitted light photons. thus resulting in a lower
detected pulse. It can often be minimized by bleaching or decolorization.
Biological samples are usually solubilizcd in a strong quaternary ammonium
solution such as hyamine 10-X and then bleached with a trace of hydrogen
peroxide. Sodium borohydridc has also been suggested as a bleaching
agent. Other methods of eliminating color include passage over activated
charcoal, precipitating protein material with trichioroacetiC acid, and
combustion of the sample in question to some form of radioactive gas that
could be quantitatively collected and counted. The extent of color quenching
could be estimated by measurement of the absorptivity of the solution
at a particular wavelength, and correlating the above value with that of
the observed pulse height. However, this method is only approximiitc,
since the relationship is not linear at high concentrations of colored
material.

Chemical quenching, on the other hand, involves interference with the
process of energy transfer between the solvent and scintillator molecules.
Dissolved oxygen is probably the most common quenching agent. The
radioactive solutes themselves also show some degree of quenching. Thus,
concentration becomes an important factor. To determine if a particular
radioactive compound produces a chemical quench, increasing amounts of
the compound are dissolved in the particular liquid scintillation system.
and the Count rates are observed after each addition. A linear relationship
between the concentration and the recorded count rates per unit weight is an
indication that the chemical quench is not concentration dependent.

Because of the variation in the degree of quench between the different
samples, it becomes mandatory to convert the relative counts into absolute
values expressed as dpm. This is effected in a variety of ways, each having
its own limitations. The use of an internal standard, such as"C-toluene,
has been most common. External standards, such as 137Cs and 113"'Ba have
recently been introduced. The principle of the latter technique depends on
the interaction of the y-ray photon with the materials of the scintOlator
solution thus producing a light photon. A third technique is based on the
fact that quench, whether color or chemical, results in a shift of the pulse
height spectrum. The ratio of the counts observed between two pulse height
analyzers is an indication of the degree of quench. When a set of quenched
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standards of the particular isotope is counted. 111C varIous eon Its occurring
between the two selected channels will vary accordini to the degree Of quench.
Thus, a standard curve which could be used to correct the observed count of
the counted sample is established. Instruments conta i n i ng up to four
counting channels are available today. Computer proranis are also provided
for the direct conversion of cpm to dpnt. It is be yond the scope ot this hook
to detail the various statistical approaches dcsi2ned for such conversion.
Insoluble radioactive compounds are sometimes counted by suspending
them in a thixotropic gel powder. Cab-O-Sil and Thixin R. a castor oil
derivative, have been successfully used for the counting of radioactive
samples absorbed on silica gel G. Thus, liquid scintillation spectrometry
could effectively be used in conjunction with thin-layer chromatography to
solve complex analytical systems.

A novel approach to counting j9 particles by the scintillation technique
is the use of plastic phosphors. Some models consist of a thin-layer plastic
phosphor coupled to a phorornultiplier tube. Self-absorption corrections and
careful standardization are empirical in this case. Attempts have also been
made to use scintillating plastic counting vials and scintillating plastic flow

cells. Scintillating plastic beads, immersed in aqueous solutions, have been
used to count "Ca. Most recently, ion-exchange resins which possess
fluorescent or scintillating properties were reported.'° In this case the radio-
'active ion can be removed from the solution by the resin; the latter is then
washed and counted directly in a liquid scintillation counter.

The photomultiplicr tube, which serves as the scintillation detector, is
probably the most critical part of the system. The "Venetian blind" type of
photomultiplier is essentially used in most liquid scintillation counters. It is
characterized by having a quartz face, since the latter has less radioactivity
than glass. It is alsPtnore transparent in the ultraviolet region where scintil-
lators exhibit their principal emission. The quality of the photomultiplier
is priinanly responsible for the performance of the entire system, and an
inherent amount of electronic noise is unavoidable if the tube is not suffi-
ciently cooled. The cfficiency t/background ratio is thus drastically improved.
A 50% counting efficiency for tritium with 500 cpm background will yield an
£'-f B figure of 5, whereas a 25 epm background results in an improved value
of 100. A modern liquid scintillation counter is a coincidence-type machine
based on the principle that the sample is interposed between two photo-
mulupliess which examine it simultaneously. Any radioactive event resulting
in a sufficient number of photons will trigger a pulse in both tubes. Thus, a
record of the event is made only when both tulses pulse within a given
coincidence resolving time. If a pulse originates in only one tube, but not
the other, such a pulse is considered as noise, and it is not counted. The
chance coincidence rate is calculated from the following equation:

a - 2n 1 n2T/60	 (19.24)
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where a = chance coincidence rate in cpm
= noise rate of photomultiplicr I iii cprn

n. = noise rate of photomultiplier 2 in cpm
= coincidence resolving time in sccoiids

If we assume that cach of the two photornultiplier tubes has a noise rate of
10,000cpnt and that the coincidence resolving time of the circuit is 6 x 10
sec, the chance coincidcnce rate would then be equivalent to

a = 2 x 10 X lo t x (6 x 10)/60 = 2 cprn
However, other sources of background counts arise from cosmic rays,
radioactive contamination in the shield, and inherent radioactivity in the
glass of the containers. The obvious problem of coincidence circuitry Is
that the light output of the scintillator is divided between two photomulti-
pliers, and, as such, the output signal is cut in half. Figure 19.6 shows the
block diagram of a Liquimat liquid scintillation spectrometer. The logarith-
mic system demonstrated in the diagram has the advantages of simplicity
over linear instrumentation. The major disadvantage is that it cannot
efficiently be used for the quench correction of suspended samples.

2. y-Scintlllatlon Spectrometry

A y-scintillation system consists of a scintillation detector, high-voltage
power supply, preamplifier, amplifier, discrminator, and scaler. Figure
19.7 shows the arrangement of the various units mentioned above. The
scintillation detector consists of a solid scintillator which emits photons of
visible light upon interaction with the incident y radiation. The photons

FIGURE 19.7: Atypical scintillation system.
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arc then amplified by a photomultiplier. Because the photoelectric absorp..
lion cocfficient varies approximately as the fifth power of the atomic number,
the scintillation cr ystals were designed to consist of sodium iodide or other
alkali halides. Table 19.5 demonstrates the different characteristics of various
scintillators. Thc photons produced by the crystal are reflected by the
crystal housing and strike the photocathode of the photomultiplier. The
number of photoelectrons is directly proportional to the number of incident
light photons. Thus the photorrlultiplier-scintillator system will deliver a

TABLE 19.5: Chsrcrrrittcs of Common SlntiIIators

Wavelength
Density.	 of

Scintillator	 gjcm3
	 Emission, A

Arsihraccnc	 1.25
	 4450

SLilbenc	 1.16	 4100
Tcrphcnyl	 1.23

	 4150
Naphthalene 	 1.15	 3450
ZnS(Ag)	 4.1	 4500

NaJ(Tl)	 3.67	 410.0

CsI(T1)	 4.51	 white
p.Tcrphenyl in

xylene	 0.87	 3700
Terphcnyl in

polystyrene	 1.06	 4000

Courtesy of Baird Atomic Inc.

Decay
Light	 Time,
Yield	 L$ec	 Remarks
1.00	 0.025	 Large crystal, not dear
0.73	 0.007	 Good crystals
0.55	 0.012	 Good crystals
0.15	 0.075	 Good crystals
2.0	 Small crystal,

poor transparency
2.0	 0.25	 Excellent crystals,

but hygroscopic
1.5
	 Excellent crystals

0.48	 0.007	 Liquid solution

0.30	 0.005	 Plastic solution

burst of charge proportional in size to the radiant energy dissipated its the
scintillator. This is due to the fact that for every 100 eV of radiant energy,
the crystal emits approximately two photons.

Because there are several ways in which y rays may intersect with matter,
the observed .' spectrum is complicated. The decay -scheme of a commonly
used isotope such as 13 Cs is given in Fig. 19.8. Since they energy is less than
1.02 MeV, no pair production is anticipated. Ideally, such spectrum as
seen by a detector should show only three peaks: a low-energy X-ray peak
due to the deexitation of '"Ba to the ground state, a compton edge, and a
photopeak. However, a slightly modified spectrum is observed under
normal counting conditions Fig. 19.9. The differences observed are caused
by the characteristic scintillation detector. Statistical broadening of the
photoelectric peak arises primarily from the spread of the relatively small
numbers of photoelectrons formed at the photocathode. The degree of
broadening is a measure of the accuracy of the system. The smaller the
broadening, the more accurate is the determination of the energy peak.
This in turn is referred to as the resolution of the photopeak. Resolution is
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437
Cs

FIGURE 19.8: Decay scheme of 137CS.

defined as "the full width of the peak as measured at half the rnaximuni
counting rate divided by the pulse height at the peak." Thus, the lower the
resolution, the greater the ability to differentiate between two phoopeaks
with energies close to each other; it also follows that the higher the energy,
the better the resolution. For example, if the full width of the photopeak
at half maximum counting rate for 131 Cs is equivalent to 66 keV, the resolu-
tion of the detector system would then be equivalent to 66/662 or lO,'.
However, in the usual v-ray energy range (0.1-3 MeV) detection and photo-
peak efficiency decrease with increasing energy.

The Compton scatter is dependent on the size of the crystal. The larger the
size, the greater is the probability for scattered Compton rays to be recaptured
and thus interact photoelectrically. Thus, the size of the scintillator crystal

(32 KeY)
U) J. i / x-RAY
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g H 
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X-RAY7- RAY
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FIGURE 19.9: Ideal and observed spectra of ''Cs.
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determines the sensitivity of the detector. However, this does not improve
the resolution which is associated with the performance of the photo-
multiplier.

The phenomenon of backscattering is due to the deflection and interaction
of the emitted y rays with the shielding material surrounding.the scintillator
crystal. The spectrum observed in Fig. 19.9 is called a differential spectrum.
It is obtained by measuring the output pulses occurring between two dis-
criminators which were separated by a small "window." When the lower

BASELINE DISCRIMINATOR

FIGURE 19. 10: rniegr.t spectrum of "Cs.

discriminator is advanced, either manually or automatically, in the differen-
tial mode, the above spectrum is observed. Newer pulse height analyzer
systems incorporate j.tp to 5024 of such windows, and the various pulses
are simultaneously and automaticall y sorted into each channel. An analog
to digital converter digitizes the information present in each channel, and
the output tape relays the number of counts per channel.

If, however. onl y one discriminator is varied in selective steps, by recording
the counts at each discriminator scitinc and plotting the observed count rate
at each setting, an inicral spectrum such as the. one illustrated in Fig.
19.10 results. This is due to the fact that a threshold circuit will otil accept
all pukes exceeding a selected pulse hciiht level and will reject all those
which are smaller in amplitude. The plalcau region in Fig. 19.10 corresponds
to the "valle y " observed in Fin. 19.9, immediatel y prior 10 the pliøiptk.
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be o.rItLen as	 -
=	 c'p? —1 V - ni)'2e)	 (19.25)

s.

where I' = the normal distribution function. dcfincd in such a manner that
the quantity F dx gIves , the probability that the value .v lies
between x and x + dx
the variance of the measurement = (standard deviation)'

s = standard deviation
in	 true mean value of the distribution

When the relationship between .P/dx and x is studied, the well-known
bell-shaped normal curve results. However, the true mean m is never known
exactly, and as such the observed mean X is always used in calculations.
The standard deviation, or the measurement of spread of data, is estimated 65'

/
S =	 ( 19.26)

where ii is the number of observations. However, if the same set of mda.sure-
ments was re peated, a different value for is observed, and the stl.ndard
deviation from the mean is then called standard error, which is given: by the
relation

S.E. =	 (19.27)

Another common type of measurement error which is usually referred to
in statistics is called the probable error, r. This is defined as the error which
is as likely to be exceeded as not. Thus, a I % probable error for a certain
value . means that any one measurement will have an equally good chance
of falling between the values of . ± 1 %. The relationship between the
probable error and the standard deviation is

r = 0.6745s	 (19.28)

where r is the probable error and s is t1te standard deviation.
A different approach for calculating the standard deviation of a set of

measurements is the application of Poisson distribution. This law describes
most of the counting observations, made in experimental nucIar physics.
It is possible to correlate the Poisson distribution and the normal distribution,
whereby

5 = ,.J 	 (19.29)

where m is always an integer. Essentially, the two ways mentioned for
calculating the standard deviation should yield closely identical results. If
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thcv disagrcc appreciably. a Chi-squarc test of goodness of ft :s rcc.-
uicndcd. This test determines the probability cf deviation where -I set
mcasu?Cmcnts is'rcoeatcd and compared to the assumed dstrtbutiOfl of those
events observed in the fi rst trial-

Because any particular radioactive measurement will combine sever-a .;
 such as those of background counts, instability of detector, random-

ness of disintegration, etc., the error of the sum or difference could not be
simply added or subtracted. This is due to the fact that the errors may
partially cancel each other. The law of combining independent errors of
measurement is

(19.30)

	

where	 $ = combined standard deviation
obs 

= standard deviation of the observed count rate
standard deviation of background rate

A different kind of error is the one observed When highly radioactive com-
pounds are counted by means of a GM detector. The response of such a
detector will not follow a linear relationship since some of the events will
occur during the dead time of such a detector. In this instance the true
count rate is given by

N = n
j —nT

where N = true count rate

	

is	 observed count rate
T resolving time of the detector

In 
summary, when designing a particular radioactive experiment, the

investigator should bear in mind several important criteria:

1.The expected quantities of radioactivity to be measured
2. The efficiency of the instrument available or selected
3. The background contribution to each measurement
4. The amount of time allocated for the counting of each individual

sample

19.4 ANALYTICAL APPLICATION OF RADIOACTIVITY

A creat number of techniques are available toda y for the application of

	

isoto	 npes	 :inalyncal pharmaceutica 	 mL chemistry . The scope and dimension5

of such techni q ues Ire unlimilcd. Since the first reouiremeflt of a racer is

that it must contaiii a radionuclide. the apptCatiOn of racioactic techniques

ill ece;' it 	 c' caicorC'. -
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A. TECHNIQUES INVOLVING THE MEASUREMENT
OF ADDED RADIOACTIVITY

A certain amount of radioactive tracer is mixed or incorporatcd with the
tinLnown sample at some predetermined stage during the anaI sit. Several
variations of this technique are available.

I. Yield Determination

The radioisotopic yield determination is applicable when the quantitative
separation of a particular compound from a solution mixture is difficult or
time consuming. The complexity of such a mixture, as well as the presence
of interfering substances, may yield uneven amounts of the compound upon
extraction. The principle of this method depends on the addition of a
minute amount of a radioactive tracer having the same chemical composition
as that of the unknown compound to the crude mixture. Amounts, usually
less than 1 uCi, are thoroughly mixed with the original mixture, which is then
subjected to the extraction process. The total amount of radioactivity
observed after extraction represents the fraction of the unknown compound
removed from the mixture. The sample is then purified and analyzed
by a standard method of analysis. The true amount of the sought compound
is then calculated by applying the correction factor from the radioactivity
measurement- The technique is especially successful when determining
biologically important compounds in human or animal tissues. Two
essential limitations are applicable in these instances: (I) availability and
cost of the labeled compound and (2) the specific activity of the isotope.
Although a great number of labeled compounds are available commercially,
it is quite possible that for a certain application, such as the determination
of a particular drug metabolite, it may be uneconomical to purchase the
labeled form of the metabolite. If the compound contains nonexchangeable
hydrogen atoms, it could then probably be labeled by the Wi]zbach tech-
nique)' The compound to be labeled is exposed for several days to several
curies of tritium gas in a sealed container. Some of the hydrogen atoms
will exchange with those of tritium. The resulting radioactive compound
is then purified to remove any labile tritium atoms. It is also possible to
derivatize the unknown compound by mans of a radioactive reagent. In
this situation the reaction must be quantitative, reproducible, and with
known yields. On the other hand, the specific activity of the added tracer
determines the accuracy of the technique. Since the amount originally added
is relatively negligible'in comparison to the amou'ht of unknown present in
the mixture, no correction is made for the amount of tracer in the final
computations. However, if the labeled compound is available at lower
specific activities only, its weight will have to be subtracted from the final
artswer. From a statistical standpoint the maximum amount of the tracer
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added should not exceed the weight of the unknown. This restriction
thereby limits the total amount of radioactivity which could be added to the
mixture.

Example	 -
During the analysis of sulfanilamide in a complex triple sulfa mixture,

10,000 dpm of'S-labeled sulfanilamide was thoroughly mixed with 100 mg
of the preparation. Extraction was effected using 100 ml of chloroform.
The corrected activity, as measured in a liquid scintillation counter, was
foundto be 80 dpmi¼nl. The amount of suifanilamide in the extract was
measured spectrophotometrically and found to be 100 jgJm1.

1.What is the percentage of sulfanilamide in the unknown mixture?
2. If the specific activity of the labeled reagent is known to be I MCi/mg
and the number of desired counts are 500 dpmfrnl after extraction, what is
the minimum amount of sulfanilamide which caq be analyzed by this
method?

Answers:

I. Efficiency of extraction = (80 x 100)110,000 0.80; total amount of
sulfanilamide in 100 mg ofrnixturc = 100 g x 100 ml x 110.80 = 12.5 mg:
and percentage of sulfanilamide in mixture = (12.5 x 100)1100 = 12.5%.

2. The maximum amount of sulfanilamide which can be analyzed is
equivalent to the total weight of labeled sulfanilamide added. This is
calculated in the following way:

total observed counts
Weight of labeled reagent -specific activity x yield

500 x 100 dpm=	 =3.0Ixt0mz
2.2 x 10' dpm/mg x 0.S

2. Isotope Dilution Analysis
The basic principle of isotope dilution analysis depends on the fact that

if a known amount of radiotracer is mixed with an unknown amount of
the same unlabeled compound, the extent of dilution could be measured in
terms of the reduction of the specific activity of the original radiotracer.
Various modifications of this technique have been reported. Hov.ecr, all
those variations must meet certain requirements, namely:

I. The absolute purity of the radiocompound must be ascertained bc(ore
the mixintz process.

2. (Jomplcic equilibrium of the tracer with unknown compound in the
iii '.1 tire.
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3. The [mount of material separated alter the mixing titlist be chemically
pure-

4. '1'1!c smaller the nmass of addcdi-adioncc j vc tracer, the rc.lftr the statis-
neal accuracy of the method. The major advantage of oolopc dilution
anal sis is thni no quantitative recovery is required during any step of the
analysis.

a. Direct Isotope Dilution An alysis.. This method involves the simple
addition of a known amount of radiotracer to an unknown quantity of the
same compound in a complex mixture. After thorough mixing, a sample
Of the compound in question is separated and the final specific activity is
determined. Thus, any decomposition of the compound at any part of the
procedure will not affect the outcome of the results. trhc following equation
is used to estimate the mass of the unknown:

M = M( ! -	 (19.32)
Sf

where M = mass of unknown
Al, = mass of radiotraccr added

= original specific activity of radiotracer
S, = final specific activity of the dilutcd compound

Example

Penicillin is to be determined in a pharmaceutical sample. One riilligram
of tritium-labeled penicillin having a specific activity of 250,000 cpm/mg
was added to the preparation. The specific activity of a separated sample
after mixing was found to be 1000 cprn/ing. If the counter efficiency for
tritium is 40'/, what is the mass of unknown penicillin?

Answer:
Substituting in formula (19.32),

r250,000

M = ' L 	x (1/0.4) -

= 99.0 mg of penicillin

b. Inverse Isotope Dilution Analysis. It is not always possible, for practical
and economical reasons, to use a radiotracer similar in chemical composition
to that of the unknown. In such instances the compound being determined
is reacted in a quantitative and reproducible way with a radioactive reagent
of known specific activity. A known amount of carrier is then added. The
carrier will consist of the nonradioactive derivative of the unknown which is
previously prepared and purified. Statistically, the larger the amount of
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ccurate is the determinatio n. The final specific
carrier added. the more a 
activity Is de t ermined after dilution, and as the stoichiometry of the reaction

bctwccn the reagent and compound is knOwn. then

= M	 (19.33)

	

whe re .tf	 mass of unknown radioaCtivC derivative

	

•tf,	 mass of added carrier
S, = final specific activity of the diluted compound

S.	 initial specific activity of the reagent

Then the mass of cgmpound present can be calculated from the above

formula, where

M(_' 
_)	

(19.34)

It is very important to have eXCeSS of the radioactive reagent when the
reaction is performed. Equally important is the removal of all traces of the

CXCCSS 
reagent before determining the final specific activity.

Example
An unknown compound .A is reacted quantitati vely with a radioactive

reagent B having a specific activity of 10 mCi/mM. One hundred mi1igraifl5
of carrier derivative is mixed with the preparation, and the final specific
activity of a separated sample was found to be 1 CiJmM. What is the mass
of compound A if the molecular weight of the latter is 200 and that of the

derivative is 300?

Answer:
From Formula (l9.34).

ioo(	
-)

= tOO x 10, mg

lass of unknown compound = 100 x 10—' x (2001300) 66 x 10-' mg.

c. Double Inverse Isotope Dilution Analysis. In situations whereby it is
either impractical or impossible to determine the initial specific activity of

the reagent. an
 inverse isotope dilution could still be performed. This is

achieved h carr°iflg two reactions, each using a different amount of carrier.

B soi in g the s i multaneou s equation for W. in formula (l9.3 4 . the Iolto'% ing

formula should apply
•	 l93

S.. -
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where /tf = mass of tinliiovn derivative
= nas of carrier ill first reaction

mass of carrier in scciid reaction
5, = final specilic activity in the first reaction
5, = final spcci tic activity ill the second reaction

Example

One hundred milligrams of S-chlorpromazinc were injected into a rat.
and the metabolite chlorpromazine sulloxide was separated from the urine.
Two 1-ml urine samples were taken and 10 mg of caz-ier sulfoxide was added
to the first, while 20 mg of the same carrier was added to the second sample.
The respective final specific activities were found to be 3000 dprn/mg and
1600 dpm/rng. What is the amount of chlorpromazine sulfoxide in I ml of
urine?

Answer:
Using Eq. (1935),

( 1 0 x 1600)— (10 x 3000)=- 1.41 mg3000 - 1600 

d. Double Label isotope Dilution Analysis. This technique is of particular
application in complex steroid analysis. Corticosterone, cortisol, aid osterone,
and testosterone have been successfully determined by this method. A
known amount of labeled steroid (usually "C- or 3 H-labeled) is added to
the unknown sample. After sufficient equilibraticn time, the steroids are
chemically separated from the sample. The separated mixture is then
subjected to a reaction with a reagent carrying a different label (usually
acetic anhydride or thiosemicarbazide). The acetates Cir thiosemicarbazides
are then separated by chromatography and converted into more stable
derivatives- The activity of the two labels is determined by liquid scintilla-
tion counting. The reasoning behind the use of two labels is that while the
first label resolves the problem of yield, the second label determines the ab-
solute amount of steroid in the particular sample.

In all reactions involving a derivative fQrmation, careful thought should
be given when selecting the proper reagent. Complexation and salt formation
reactions are undesirable. Unknown amines and hvdroxv compounds can
be acetylated with 3 H-acetic anhydride: unknown acids can be esterifled
with "C-diazmethane or converted to aiT amide with a radioactive amine;
unsaturated compounds and phenols can be brominated with radiobromine;
231 1p:psyl chloride (p-iodo benzene sulfonylchloride) has been successfully
used for the determination of many amines such as histamine and amphet-
amine.
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3. R2diornetric MethO'd of Analysis

advantages over the COflYCflt
Radiometric analys is is a technique involving the formation of a radio-

active compound whose 
solubili ty is markedly different from the original

radiOaCti' matcrial ,, Its main	
iOflai methods

le traceram0Unts of the unknown
are (1) it can be adapted to unweighab 
and (2) there is no interference from any suspended solids in the original
unknown. Several variations of this technique have been used in which an

insoluble radioacti ve
 solid is made to dissolve, or a phase transfer of radio-

active gases and solids is effected.
a. Gra'lmt Methods. The principal requirement in this type of analysis

is the quantitative precipitaUoil of the unknown with an excess amount of
radioactive reagent. The radioactivity of the precipitate or filtrate is an
indication of the amount reacted. The method is mostly applied for the study
of the copreciPitatiort phenomenon. This is accomplisbed by adding a
radioactive form of the compound suspected to coprtp1ta te in a mixture

alysiS and teriflitUflg the amount of radio-
and then performing the an
activity in the precipitate. Electrodcpositiofl methods 

havv also been used

for the gravinleti'IC study of interfering substances.
b. Titrimetrlc Methods. These are essentially based on the incrementalitate. The radioactivity

addition of a titrant to form a radioactive precip 
of the supernatant solution is continuously monitored after each addition
until an end point indicating the end of the reaction is reached. Figure
19.11 shows the relationship between the volume of I19AgN0. ritrant added -
to a solution of sodium chloride and the level of 

radioactivi ty in the SUpCt

natant. The normal problemsencountered in this type of determination

are as follows:

1.
The accuracy will vary according to the time of counting-, A longer

time will yield accurate results but will also slow down the titration-.

2.
According to the law of mass action, the solubility of the precipitate

is directly affected by the product-ion concentration and accordingly the

end point will not be 'cons1aflt 	 -
It is possible, in certain instances, to count the precipitate directly by

either centrifuging the particles or by filtering them. Care should be taken.
especially near the end point, to thoroughly wash the precipitate to remove
any cross contaminati on from the radioactive ttrflnt.

Alternative approachts include the mixing of the unknown substance
with a trace of its radioactive form. The 

t i t rat iory. is carried as usual and the

end point is observed when nearly all radioactivity disappe3. from the

supernatant.-lithe precipitate is soluble to an CXtCflSLVC amount, an immiscible solvent
is used to extract it. Certain cations have bccfl analyzed using thistechnique

-Tic sensitivity is in thc range of 10-' g.
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ii Of HOA q NO 5	-

F IGU RE 19.11 Radiotztrtjon of chloride with silver nitrate.

c Chromatographic Methods. The introduction, and extensive use, of
thin-layer chromatography in the past few years has opened up new frontiers
to radiochemical analysis. Chromatographic methods are usually associated
with autoradiographic techniques- Autoradiogi-aphy is a procedure describ-
ing the detection of radiation or radioactive substanceswhith interact with
a photographic emulsion and produce a darkening in the respective area.
It is now possible to detect the presence of compounds having an activity of
few dpm. The thin-layer plate is usually superimposed with an X-ray film
for a certain exposure period. after which the emulsion is developed and
fixed. The length of exposure is depcndeitt on the concentration of the
radioactive compound and the temperature of the system. The lower the
temperature, the shorter the exposure time.

The use of radiotraccrs in chromatographic separations has helped in the
determrnation of the extent of spot trailing and the losses by irreversible
adsorption. In the latter situation the detected spot is quantitatively trans-
ferred to a liquid scintillation counting vial containing a thixotropic gel.
The suspension is counted and the total activity is compared to a standard.
The per cent loss is then estimated accordingly. Radiochromacography has
also been extensively used for the qualitative dctcrminaiion of unknown
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• compounds. Thus, compounds. such as.steroids can be labeled with "C-
acetic anhydrid. spotted on a chromatogram, developed in a suitable solvent
system, and easily detected by autoradiography or a 4ir chromatographic
scanner. Simifrly, amines, hydroxy compounds, organic acids, unsaturated
compounds, and phenols can be reacted with the proper labeled reagent
prior to application on the chromatogram. It is more suitable, sometimes,
to form the derivatives on the chomatOgram itself. Thus, amino acids can
be detected by exposure to 11 1-methyl iodide. Quantitative estimation of the
unknown compound is feasible if the initial specific activity of the labeling
reagent is known- The following example will illustrate the above point.

Example
Cation A is known to react quantitatively and in equimolccular amounts

with hydrogen sulfide. The chromatogram containing a spot of cation A
is exposed for a length of time to a saturated atmosphere of S-hydrogen
sulfide having a specific activity of 10 million dpm/mM. The radioactivity
in the spot is then counted and found to be 600 dprn. What is the quantity
of cation A on the chromatogram?

Answer:
Since cation A reacts in .cquimolecular amounts with HS, the specific

activity of the unknown is equivalent to that of the reagent, whereby

Total activity of unknown specific activity of reagent
Weight of unknown	 -

Weight of unknown	 = 6. x 10 MM

The activity on the chromatogram is usually determined by either direct
counting of the paper via liquid scintillation counter or by elution of the
spot. The sources oferror in each technique lie in the fact that the geometry
of the paper can hardly be duplicated or that the elution is incomplete A
more accurate but drastic approach, is the digestion of the paper with a
suitable reagent, and the eventual counting of the solution.

An excellent review on the application of isotopes in various chemical
analysis has been presented by Reynolds and Lcdicottc.' - The published
tables exemplify the use of radiotracers in inorganic and organic analysis.

B. METHODS BASED ON INDUTION OF RADIOACTIVITY

Radioactivity can be induced in an atom when the nucleus of such an atom
is bombarded with other nuclear particles. This process is called activation
analysis. In principle it is quite similar to some other methods -of instru-
mental analysis in that energy in some form is Introduced into an unknown
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nucleus and the characteristic radiation is detected. The simplest form of
activation analysis involves the irradiation of a certain material with a
source of neutrons. This material is then placed in front of a detector to
characterize and count the emitted radiation. The above technique has
several advantages:

1. Sensitivity: Several elements, in the range of ppb, can successfully be
analyzed by this method. Table 19.6 shows the various detection limits
obtained when different elements are bombarded with 14 MeV neutrons.
from a positive-ion accelerator. Greater sensitivities are observed when the
samples are irradiated in a nuclear reactor.

2. Speed and Accuracy: Samples can be analyzed ina few minutes without
much preparation. The accuracy of this technique is comparable to, if not
better than, other instrumental methods.

3. Nondestructivencss: This is probably the major advantage in view of
the fact that repeat analyses can be easily made to confirm the first analysis
or improve the precision. Thus, activation analysis offers a powerful experi-
mental and analytical tool for biological, medical, and chemical research
workers.

I. Production of Neutrons
Since most of the applications bf activation analysis deal primarily with

neut.ron bombardment, we are mostly concerned with the sources of such
neutrons. The three basic types of neutron sources are nuclear reactors,
various types of accelerators, and isotopic sources.

The nuclear reactor is the greatest producer of neutrons due to the radio-
active fission of uranium. It is the most versatile and as such the most sensitive
system for analyzing various elements. The obvious problems are the high
cost and large Size. Most recently, certain arrangements have been established
in which a particular sample is irradiated in a nuclear reactor thousands
of miles away and the resulting data are directly transmitted by teletype to
the concerned individual.

Accelerator sources include cyclotrons. Van de Graaffs, and Cockroft-
Waltons. The Cocks-oft-Walton is a posi ,jve-ion. low-energy accelerator
having an accelerating voltage of 100-200 kV. It produces 14-MeV neutrons
as a result of bombarding tritium targets with deuterons. This type of
accelerator is probably the most used in activation analysis laboratories due
to its relative simplicity and cost. Figure 19.t2 shows the Cockroft-WalUTh
accelerator at the irradiation facility of the Faculty of Pharmacy, University
of Alberta. Several radiation hazards are associated with this type of
installation, namely, protection from the produced high-energy neutrons and
the triuum contamination. Concentrations of up to 100 Ci of tritium are
easily accumulated in the instrument after a relatively short operating period.
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TABLE 19. Desc(iOfl Limit-i of Various Ekmenu by Neutron Activation AnaIyi

Product	 7-ray

hall-uk	 energy. McVElement
-.3-

Mu mi ntlm
Antimony
Arsenic
Barium
Beryllium
Boron
Bromine
Cerium
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Fluorine
Gallium
Germanium
Hafruumfl
Indium
Iron
Iodine
Lead

Magnesium
Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Nickel
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Palladium
Phosphorus
Platinum
Potassium
Rubidium
Scandium
Selenium
Silicon
Sodium
Strontium
Tantalum
Tellurium
Tungsten
Titanium
Vanadium
Zinc
Zirconium

9.45 mm
16.4 min
4$ icc

L60 mm
0.82 sec
0.84 seC
4,9 see
55 sec

3.14 mm
2.58 hr
9.73 mm

29.4 sec
LI hr

4$ see
19 seC
207 mm
2.58 hr

13.3 days
0.80 sec

14.97 hr
3.74 ruin

42 ruin
15.5 ruin
10.47 ruin
10.47 mm
7.35 sec
4.75 ruin
2.27 ruin
14 hr
1.7 mm

23 rosA
3.92 hr

17.5 sec
2.3 min

40.2 sec
2.80 hr
815 hr
P2 hr
1.62 ruin
3.09 hr
5.79 mm

38.3 mm
4.4 mm

0834
0.51
0.139
0.662
32(i)

13 (fri
0.20

• 0.740
1.433
0.845
0.51
0.200
1.07
0.139
0.215
0.155
0.845
0368, 0.650
057
1.368, 2.754
1.433
0.159
0.51 (fl)
0.059
0.51 01
6.1
0.188
1.78
0.337
0.51 ($1
0.239
0.5101
0.162
1.78
0.439
0.388
0.093
0.47 5
0.130, 0.165
0.51 ()
032.3
Oil (3)
0.588

Courtesy of Nuclear Chicago Corp.
-.oTr: The abovv dam was obtained at the General Atomic Division 01 General

Dvn.amtcs Corporation, employing a Texas Nudest Model 9900 neutron genera
t or. The

neutron flux was 10. iifcrn'-SCC. The dctcc*10 limit is based upon a minimum of 100

photopeak Counts.
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At ka i IL of concrete shield ::nist surround the accelerator to pros idc 111c
ncccssar\ neutron shield. In spite of the above disadvantages. the Cockrolt-
\\.ilLon presents the hi g hest mutroo output Consistent with simplicit y . A
mOs( recent ads :incc in the liL-ILl wa s, the design of a sealed-tube type of
accelerator which has a losser neutron output but less tritium hazard.

C	 -	 i

FIGURE 19.12: Cockrolt-Walton po;itie ion accelerator (total yield 2.5 x 10"n/sec).A, Vacion pump; B. pump-out valve; C. target; D. Suppressor; E,bcllows; F. chopping
slit; G. dcutcnurn supply gauge controls- H, deuterium supply bottle; I, accelerating tubeand resistor rack; J. terminal dome; K. neutron generator; L, water manifold.

Isotopic sources of neutrons Consist of a high concentration mixture of
two or more isotopes which undergo a nuclear reaction, a result of which
is the production of neutrons. Plutonium-beryllium, radium-beryllium,
and a n t imon y--ber y llium are common isotopic sources. The yield and the
energy 01 the neutrons produced are much lower than those of the accelera-
tors and reactors. Because the neutrons jtre continuousl y produced, a
permanent shield is necessary.

2. Induction of Radioactivity

There are at least four useful reactions by which radioactivity can be
induced: (n, '), (n. p), (n, ce) and (n, 2i) reaction, In each case the neutron
is the bombarding particle, while the Y. p, a. and 2n are [he emitted or
ejected radiation, which is sometimes called prompt radiation. It is emitted
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virtually instantaneously following the capture of the neutron by the nucleus.
The type of reaction most likely to occur is dependent on the energy of the
incoming neutron and the nuclear cross section of the particular nuclide.
The crass setiofl is a measure o?thc probability that a single incident
neutron will hit within the nuclear circle of interaction. The circle of inter-
action, in turn, is equivalent to the sum of radii of the nucleus and neutron.
The cross section is expresscd..in barns (I barn = 10- cm') and varies
markedly as a function of the neutroncncrgy. Examples of such interactions

are
Reaction with slow neutrons:

-	 Na + ii	 "Na. + y	 (prompt)	 (19.36)

11 Na -b- 24Mg + V + y	 (delayed)	 (19.37)
Ii hr

Reaction with fast neutrons:

10ln__llN+p	 (19.38)

(19.39)

When the element of interest is bombarded, the number of radioactive
atoms will increase with the time of bombardment. However, some of those
radioactive atoms will decay at the same time according to Eq. (19.2). Both
the decay and buildup process follow exponential relationships as outlined in
Fig. (19.13). If N' represents the rate of buildup of a particular radioisotope

per unit time and N represents the number of radioactive atoms after time
from the start of bombardment, then the 

I g
et rate of change in the number of

radioactive atoms having a decay constant, 2., is

(19.40)
dr

Integration of Eq. (19.40) for N — 0, when t 0, yields

N =-(L — exp( — . )1 	 (19.41)

but
0.693

I. =
7-

Then, by substitution,

N'Tr	 L 0.6931
N = i I —cxp(—	 (l9.4_)

0693L	 \	 Tr
or

N = l.44V'T[l - exP(_0.693 !)1	 (19.43)
Ti
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I	 4

HALF—LIFE

FIGURE 19.13: Rclaiivc decay and buildup of an activated samp4e.

When I is large, the above expressions represent maximum concentration
of N, and thus Eq. (19.43) is reduced to

N = 1.44N'T	 (19.44)

The rate of buildup, N', is in turn related to the incoming number of neutrons,
the number of target nuclei, and nuclear cross section of such nuclei. This
relationship is expressed as

N' =aFAI,	 .(19.45)

where a = nuclear cross section
F = flux of bombarding neutrons, expressed as number of neutrons

per square centimeter per second
N	 number of target nuclei

To de(crrninc the mass of an unknown clement in a particular mixture, the
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following parameters should also he known: the atomic weight of the un-
knownisotope, its per cent occurrence in nature, its nietliod ut decay, the
efficienc y of the detector, and the decay constant. Tfc following equation
describes the various relationships:

M =	 AN	
(19.46)

1.44N OI7FFJB[l _CP(__)][cxP(_)	
(_)]

where M = mass of unknown in grams
A = atomic weight

N, = number of counts recorded in the detector during the time
interval 1 - '2 -

N. = Avogadro's number 6,025 x 10 atoms per gram atom
= nuclear cross section of isotope

F = flux of neutrons (nfcm2.sec)
E = efficiency of detector
B = branching ratio in the decay scheme
t = activation time

t j = time at beginning of count as measured from the end of
bombardment

= time at the end of count as measured from the end of bom-
bardment

= mean life of radioactive species formed (1.44T)

Equation (19.46) holds true only when uniformity of the neutron flux
throughout the sample is assumed. Self-absorption corrections must be
made in situations where the sample is large or the neutron energy is small.

3. Application of Activation Analysis

The technique is found to be most useful where it is desirable but imprac-
tical to USC the standard radiotracer method. Of particular interest is the
routine analysis of oxygen in steel and other metals. Silicon and silver are
common elements detected and mcasuredin geological formations by means
of activation analysis. The applications in the field of crime investigation
are many. Traces of arsenic in hair, gun powder residues, and comparison
of paint samples are a few examples of the potential presented by this tech-
nique.. In the biomedical field, activation analysis was used for the ileter-
mination olcitions such as manganese, copper, selenium, magnesium, zinc,
cobalt, barium, sodium, and potassium in blood sera, The future of this
method in pharmaceutical chemistry is limited only to the ingenuity of the
analyst. However, it should not be considered as a solution to all analytical
problems, but rather as another tool complementing already established
Instrumental techniques.
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193 LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

A. EXPERIMENT I; DETERMINATION OF THE OPERATING
CHARACTERISTICS OF A GEIGER-MULLER TUBE

Procedure

1. Carefully pipette 100,u] of a radioactive 32 P solution onto the center
of a filter paper 1 in. in diameter. The solution must have a specific activity
of approximately 15,000 dpm/100 l.

2. The spotted solution is dried under an infrared lamp for 5 mm.
3. The filter paper is then positioned on a plexiglass holder and adjusted

to a distance of2cm under the window of the GM tube.
4. The power control on the scaler is turned on, and after 2 min the high

voltage is also activated. One minute later, the high voltage is increased
to 500 V and 2-min counts are recorded on the scaler. This procedure is
repeated at intervals of 50 V until 1200 V are reached. Background counts
of I min are taken after each sample count.

5. Plot the net count rate versus the corresponding high voltage on graph
paper. The operating voltage of this particular GM tube is selected close to
the lower threshold observed on the curve. This particular voltage is recorded
and maintained throughout the experiment.

6. Carefully divide the circular filter paper into two even portions marked
I and 2 (the radioactive spot will also be divided into two portions). Count
each portion for 2 rain individually.

7. Calculate the slope of the GM plateau, the resolving time of the GM
tube, and the true count rate of the spotted radioactive material. The
following equations should be used for your calculations:

a. Slope Y. 	 100 V =
	 (19.47)

where C2 = count rate at the upper threshold
C1 = count rate at the lower threshold
V2 = voltage of the upper threshold
V1 = voltage of the lower threshold

-b. Resolving time = T (mm) = (Cl+ CO — C1.2

	
(19.48)

2C1C2 
where C1 = count rate of portion I

C. = count rate of portion 2
C15 = count rate of portion 2 plus I

c. True count rate = C =	
Co	 (19.49)

l—CT
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where C. - observed Count rate
T = resolving time

S. Decontaminate all the glassware with a nonlabejed sodium phosphate
solution and monitor the working bench, clothes, and hands for any
residual contamination.

EXPERIMENT II: DETERMINATION OF CHEMICAL QUENCH
IN LIQUID SCINTILLATION COUNTING

Procedure

I. Prepare four vials each containing 10 ml of the following scintillator
solution:

Dioxane	 600 ml
Anisole	 bC) ml
Dimethoxycthanc	 100 ml
PPO	 12 
POPOP	 500 mg

2. To each of the above vials carefully add 50y] of a "C solution of
toluene having a specific activity of approximately 20,000 dpm/50 ;tl and
thoroughly mix the contents.

3. Using a liquid scintillation spectrometer having three individual
channels and a proper external standard, set the respective two channels
for 'C as given in the operation manual of the particular instrument.

4. Count all samples, without the use of an external standard, and record
the ratio of activity between channels B and A such that channel A represents
the entire beta particles spectrum.

5. Using a set of known quenched standards and the same instrument
settings, plot the efficiency of channel A versus the ratio of counts observed
(B/A).

6. From the above curve determine the true count rate of the activity
in the four prepared samples.

7. Using the same set of quenched standards, plot the efficiency versus
channels ratio of.the net activity due to the external standard.

8. Recount the four samples in the presence of the external standard,
and from the c,urve. obtained in step 7, determine the counting cffiicuy of
each sample.

9. To sampTs number 2, 3-, and 4 add the following chemical quenchers
consecutively: 0.2 ml of water to sample 2, 0.1 ml of carbon tetrachloride
to sample 3, and 0.2 ml of methyl alcohol to sample 4.

10. Recount each sample after adding the various quenchers and calculate
the true count rate using both the channels ratio technique and the external
standard method.
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11.Add to each sample 50 od of NBS standard i 4 C1oIuene. the specific
activity of which is exactly known, and recount each sample without the
use of external standard.

12.Calculate the true activity of each sample using the following formula:

efficiency = A — B x 100	 (19.50)

where A = total counts of channel A alter the addition of internal standard
B = total counts of channel A before the addition of internal standard
S = dpm of internal standard per 50 uI volume.	 -

The true counts arc then equivalent to

= B x 100	 (19.51)
E

where C0 = true counts in dpm
B = total counts of channel A before tbeadditioil of internal standard
E = per cent efficiency

Questions:
a. How do the three methods of determining the extent of chemical

quench compare with each other?
b. Would the same relationships hold true under extreme quench condi-

tions?

C. EXPERIMENT III: RADIOCHROMATOGRAPHY

Procedure

1. Preparation of thin-layer chi'otnatographic plates. Two glass plates,
5 x 20 cm each, are coated with a layer 2-50,u thick of silica gel G by means
of a special applicator (thicker layers are useful for preparative work).
The adsorbent layer is then dried and activated by heating the plates in
an oven at 120C for 30 mm (cellulose and ion-exchange layers are generally
air-dried). Apply 10 u 1 of a radioactive solution containing 5000 dpm in
100 ug of 14C-sodium acetate on the startin g point, which should be about
2cm from the bottom of each plate. Air dry for 10 min and then develop
each chromatogram in an equilibrated glass tank containing a solvent system
consisting of

Ethanol	 $0 parts
Ammoniumfl hydroxide 	 4 parts
Distilled water	 16 parts

The plates are removed from the tank when the solvent reaches the marked
front, which should be 10cm from the point of application. Air dry for

1 5 nun to rerovc most of ihc solvent from the plates.
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2. Detection of radioactive spot. a. Use of' Actigrapli II radiochromato-
cram scanner: The mode of operation of the scanner is provided in the re-
spective manuals. The instrument is connected to a linear recorder, and
the speed of such recorder adjusted to be equal to that of tite scanner. Using
only one developed chromatographic place, a marker spot of radioactivity
is placed on the spot of origin. The chromatogram is then scanned at a low
speed and narrow-slit aperture. The R, value is then determined according
to

Rf	
distance between the two peaks on the recorded graph

=	 distance traveled by the solvent front

After scanning the radiochromatogram, the plate is sprayed with a bromo-
cresol purple indicator (0.04g of bromocresol purple in 50% ethanol
adjusted to pH JO with sodium hydroxide). A bright yellow spot on a
blue background is formed.

Compare the R, value obtained after spraying with the indicator with that
observed after use of the scanner.

b. Liquid scintillation spectrometry: The distance between the spot of
origin and the solvent front of the second plate is accurately marked into
10 equal parts (1 cm each). Each part is scraped, by means of a sharp
razor, into a marked liquid scintillation vial containing 3% Cab-O-Sil in a
toluene fluor. Each vial is shaken vigorously to suspend the silica gel.
The vials are then counted in a liquid scintillation spectrometer.

Calculate the .R, value of acetate using this method.
It

Questions:
a. How do the R, values compare in the above three methods?
b. What are, in your opinion, the advantages and disadvantages in each

of those methods?
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